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nsion and size-dependent fracture
of silicon nanotubes during lithiation†

Chao Wang, ‡ab Jici Wen,‡cd Fei Luo,a Baogang Quan,a Hong Li,ab Yujie Wei,*cd

Changzhi Gu*ab and Junjie Li *abe

Silicon nanotube anodes are notably promising for high-performance lithium-ion batteries due to their

outstanding structural stability, but fundamental understanding about their structural evolution during

lithiation still remains unclear. Here, the expansion and fracture behavior of lithiated silicon nanotubes is

investigated, and the influences of the crystal phase, crystal orientation, inner radius, wall thickness, and

thickness–radius ratio are demonstrated. Experiments and simulations demonstrate anisotropic expansion

and outer-surface fractures of crystalline silicon nanotubes and isotropic expansion of amorphous ones.

The inner holes of nanotubes undergo much less expansion than the outside. The fracture ratio and the

maximum hoop stress are positively correlated with both wall thickness and inner radius for crystalline

silicon nanotubes. Their competition gives rise to an optimal thickness–outer radius ratio of about 2/3,

and the critical diameter reaches 700 nm correspondingly. This research provides significant insight into

the lithiation behavior of silicon nanotubes, which could help to design improved silicon anodes.
1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries are commonly used in electric vehicles
and portable electronics on account of their high energy
density, high safety, and long cycle life.1,2 Silicon is a highly
promising anode material for next-generation lithium-ion
batteries because of its high theoretical specic capacity of
4200mA h g�1 (�10 times the capacity of conventional graphite)
for forming Li4.4Si.3–5 However, tremendous volume expansion
(�320%) occurs in silicon aer full lithiation, which would
result in structural pulverization of the active materials and
further lead to rapid capacity fading.6–8 Accordingly, various
silicon nanostructures such as nanoparticles, nanowires, and
nanotubes have been applied in battery anodes to facilitate
stress relaxation and avoid mechanical fractures.9–14

Although remarkable performance has been achieved by
various nanostructured silicon anodes,15,16 there is still plenty of
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room to tune these nanostructures for better resistance to
failure and performance degradation during lithium insertion.
Previous studies have shown the two-phase lithiation, isotropic
deformation, and failure behavior of amorphous silicon nano-
particles, and a critical size of up to 870 nm for amorphous
silicon spheres has been reported.17–19 Furthermore, anisotropic
expansion and fracture of lithiated crystalline silicon nanowires
and nanopillars have been shown and discussed, preferential
expansion along the h110i directions has been demonstrated,
and a critical size of 300 nm for crystalline silicon nanowires
has also been widely acknowledged.20–23 These studies indicate
that the structural change and degradation of silicon nano-
structures have complex chemomechanical mechanisms
related to the crystal phase, crystal orientation, geometry shape,
and structural size; thus different silicon nanostructures
require different corresponding strategies to improve their
electrochemical performance.24–26

Compared with other silicon nanostructures, silicon nano-
tubes are believed to better accommodate large volume changes
during lithiation due to the additional empty internal space.27

Moreover, silicon nanotubes are also capable of promoting
lithium ion diffusion because of the extra inner surfaces
accessible to electrolyte and the shortened diffusion length for
lithium ions.28,29 However, with regard to the lithiation behavior
and structural evolution of silicon nanotubes, some funda-
mental aspects still remain unclear: how do the crystal phase
and crystal orientation inuence the deformation and fracture
behavior inside and outside the nanotubes? Is the capability to
accommodate expansion in the internal space and the external
space the same? Do the inner hole and wall thickness have an
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2019, 7, 15113–15122 | 15113
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optimal ratio for stress relaxation and fracture resistance?
Answers to these questions could provide a better under-
standing of the lithiation behavior and help to improve the
cycling performance of silicon nanotube anodes. Thus, it is
necessary to investigate the structural evolution such as shape
change, volume change, and fracture behavior of silicon nano-
tubes during lithiation.

In this paper, we have fabricated well-designed silicon
nanotube arrays by electron-beam lithography (EBL), followed
by Cr mask deposition and dry etching. The structural evolution
of fully lithiated silicon nanotubes is studied, and the inu-
ences of the crystal phase, crystal orientation (h100i, h110i, and
h111i), inner radius, and wall thickness on the expansion and
fracture behavior are also demonstrated. The optimal thick-
ness–outer radius ratio and critical size to avoid fracture are
discussed through comparison of the fracture ratios of h111i
silicon nanotubes. Furthermore, nite element simulation on
the stress-evolution in silicon nanotubes is carried out to better
understand and interpret the lithiation behavior of silicon
nanotubes. A robust electrochemical–mechanical coupling
model is employed, and the simulation results are in good
agreement with the experimental observations. Our work would
enrich the fundamental research on various silicon nano-
structures, inspire studies on silicon nanotubes, and help to
design better silicon anodes for lithium-ion batteries.
2. Experimental section
2.1 Materials preparation

Silicon wafers (p-type, 500� 10 mm thick, 5–15U cm) with h100i,
h110i, and h111i crystal orientations were directly used for
crystalline silicon. Amorphous silicon was obtained by deposi-
tion on the silicon substrates using a plasma enhanced chem-
ical vapor deposition system (Plasmalab System 100, Oxford
Instruments). SiH4 (15 sccm) and Ar (475 sccm) were used as the
precursor gases (1000 mTorr) with the temperature set at 120 �C
and the HF power set at 10W. The deposition time was 2 h to get
a thick amorphous layer.
2.2 Silicon nanotube fabrication

The silicon substrates were rst spin-coated with a 200 nm-
thick PMMA (495k) resist layer, exposed to an electron-beam
lithography system (Raith 150, Raith Company), and treated
with a 1 : 3 MIBK : IPA developer to form an annular patterned
resist coating layer. A 50 nm-thick chromium layer was then
deposited on the substrates using an electron-beam evaporator
system (FU-12PEB, F.S.E Corporation). Aer the li-off process
in acetone, the resist layer was removed and only the annular Cr
mask arrays stayed on the silicon substrates. Then the
substrates were etched using a cryo-etching process with an
inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching system (Plas-
maPro 100 Cobra, Oxford Instruments). SF6 (45 sccm) and O2

(8–10 sccm) were used as the etching gases (12 mTorr), and the
etching time was 1 minute at 4 W RIE power and 700 W ICP
power. The residual Cr mask was removed by dissolving in
(NH4)2Ce(NO3)6/CH3COOH solution for one hour.
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2.3 Electrochemical test

Swagelok-type batteries were made in an argon-lled glovebox
with the as-fabricated silicon nanotubes as the working elec-
trodes and lithium foil as the counter electrodes. Cu foil current
collectors and polymer separators were used for the silicon
nanotube electrodes. The electrolyte was 1 mol L�1 LiPF6 in
ethylene carbonate and dimethyl carbonate (EC/DMC, 1 : 1 by
volume). Linear sweep voltammetry was carried out for lith-
iation of the batteries using a multichannel potentiostat system
(VSP-300, Bio-Logic Science Instruments). The batteries were
swept at 0.1 mV s�1 from the open circuit voltage to 10mV vs. Li/
Li+, then held at 10 mV for 24 h to ensure complete lithiation of
the silicon nanotubes.
2.4 Physical characterization

The batteries aer electrochemical testing were disassembled
in an argon-lled glovebox, where the lithiated silicon nanotube
electrodes were washed with dimethyl carbonate to clean out
the residual electrolyte and vacuum dried for hours aerwards.
Then the samples were transferred onto a scanning electron
microscope (Helios 600i, FEI Company) for morphological and
structural characterization. The samples were sealed in an
argon-lled box when transferring from the glovebox to the
sample chamber. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements of
the silicon substrates were carried out using the conventional q–
2q scan in a Bruker D8 ADVANCE system with the Cu Ka line.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Fabrication of silicon nanotubes

The fabrication process of silicon nanotube arrays is illustrated
in Fig. 1a. First, the silicon substrate coated with a PMMA layer
is exposed to the EBL system and treated with the developer to
get a patterned PMMA layer on the substrate. Second, a Cr layer
is deposited on the patterned PMMA layer using an electron-
beam evaporator, and then, only annular Cr mask arrays
remain on the substrate aer the li-off process in acetone.
Third, the silicon substrate with annular Cr mask arrays is
etched using an inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching
(ICP) system. Aer removing the residual Cr mask, silicon
nanotube arrays are obtained for further electrochemical
lithiation.

For our research on structural evolution, the fabricated
silicon nanotube arrays have several advantages as model
anodes. First, the inner radius and wall thickness can be
precisely controlled by modifying the corresponding exposure
pattern. Second, the crystal directions in the cross-section of the
nanotubes can be easily identied by referring to the primary
at of the silicon wafer. Third, the nanotube arrays are orderly
arranged and vertically oriented with a uniform height, which is
benecial for both morphological comparison and statistical
analysis.

Four kinds of silicon substrates are used to fabricate h100i,
h110i, h111i, and amorphous silicon nanotubes. The XRD
spectra in Fig. S1 (ESI†) show the typical crystallographic
properties of silicon substrates with h100i, h110i, and h111i
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 1 Fabrication of silicon nanotubes. (a) Schematic illustration of
the fabrication process of silicon nanotube arrays. (b) Tilted angle and
(c) top view SEM images of a typical silicon nanotube array and a single
silicon nanotube. The silicon nanotube array is h111i orientated with
a wall thickness of 300 nm, a height of 3.7 mm, and varying inner radii.
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crystal orientations. Five nanotube arrays with different wall
thicknesses (100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 nm, respectively) are
designed on each silicon substrate, as shown in Fig. S2a (ESI†).
In each array, there are 100 rows of nanotubes, and the inner
radii of nanotubes in each row are 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350,
400, 450, and 500 nm, respectively. Accordingly, the thickness–
outer radius ratio (d/R) ranges from 1/6 to 5/6. The distance
Fig. 2 Expansion and fracture behavior of silicon nanotubes after full lith
h111i, and amorphous silicon nanotubes, respectively. (a–d) Arrays of silico
expansion behaviors but no fractures. (i–l) Silicon nanotubes with differ
Schematics of the atomic distributions in {100}, {110}, and {111} crystal plan
silicon nanotubes.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
between two rows/columns is set to 8 mm to make sure that the
expansion of silicon nanotubes does not affect each other.

Fig. 1b and c show the tilted angle and top view scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images of a typical silicon nanotube
array and a single silicon nanotube. The silicon nanotube array
is h111i orientated with a wall thickness of 300 nm, a height of
3.7 mm, and varying inner radii from 100 nm to 500 nm (high-
magnication SEM images are shown in Fig. S2b†). It can be
seen in Fig. 1b and c that the silicon nanotubes are orderly
aligned in the array and the nanotubes in each column of the
array are of uniform size, which couldmake the observation and
statistical analysis of the silicon nanotubes more convenient
and convincing. Moreover, the silicon nanotubes show high
verticality and sharp edges, which are attributed to the ICP
etching.30
3.2 Lithiation of silicon nanotubes

To investigate the expansion and fracture behavior of the silicon
nanotubes aer full lithiation, the electrodes are linearly swept
to 10 mV vs. Li/Li+ at 0.1 mV s�1, then held at 10 mV for 24 h to
ensure complete lithiation. Fig. 2a–l show the SEM images of
the h100i, h110i, h111i, and amorphous silicon nanotubes aer
lithiation in four columns, in which Fig. 2a–d show the low-
magnication SEM images of the typical silicon nanotube
arrays, Fig. 2e–h show the SEM images of silicon nanotubes
with different expansion behaviors but no fractures, and Fig. 2i–
l show the SEM images of silicon nanotubes with the same
iation. The SEM images are arranged in four columns for h100i, h110i,
n nanotubes with different sizes. (e–h) Silicon nanotubes with different
ent fracture behaviors. The fractures are marked with red arrows. (m)
es of silicon. (n) Typical current vs. voltage curve during lithiation of the

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2019, 7, 15113–15122 | 15115
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original size but different fracture behaviors. The SEM images
of the pristine silicon nanotubes before lithiation are shown in
Fig. S3 (ESI†), which correspond to the respective SEM images
in Fig. 2. The wall thicknesses of the pristine silicon nanotubes
are 300 nm (Fig. S3e–h†) and 500 nm (Fig. S3i–l†), while the
inner radii of the pristine silicon nanotubes are 300 nm
(Fig. S3g†) and 500 nm (Fig. S3e, f, h–l†). These images clearly
show the anisotropic lateral expansion both inside and outside
the crystalline silicon nanotubes. The outer surfaces of the
initially annular cross-section of h100i, h110i, and h111i nano-
tubes change to cross, ellipse, and hexagon, respectively, which
is consistent with the previous research on silicon nanopillars.20

Interestingly, the inside of h100i nanotubes changes to a hollow
cross with a rotation of 45�, while the inside of both h110i and
h111i nanotubes changes to a hollow hexagon with certain
rotation angles relative to the outside.

Fractures are also observable in crystalline silicon nano-
tubes, as indicated by the red arrows in Fig. 2i–k. The cracks
occur at the outer surfaces of the nanotubes and propagate
along the vertical axis, while the inside of the nanotubes is
squeezed and distorted. The fracture locations of h100i, h110i,
and h111i nanotubes are generally distributed at the four
corners of the cross-junction, the two ends of the minor axis of
the ellipse, and the midpoints of the six sides of the hexagon,
respectively. In addition, the middle part of the nanotube
bulges out slightly relative to both ends, which can be associ-
ated with the attributes of strain and its relaxation is the largest
away from the sharp corners.17,31

The anisotropic expansion and fracture of crystalline silicon
nanotubes could be explained by the preferential lateral
expansion in the h110i directions.20,22,32 The interplanar spacing
along the h110i direction is larger than those along the h100i,
h111i, and h211i directions, providing a dominant ion channel
for lithium insertion, thus leading to more signicant expan-
sion in the h110i directions.33 Fig. 2m shows the schematics of
the atomic distributions of the h100i, h110i, and h111i nanotube
cross-sections, i.e., the {100}, {110}, and {111} crystal planes. In
the {100} crystal plane, there are four mutually orthogonal h110i
directions (green lines) bisected by four h100i directions (red
lines), resulting in a cross-shaped edge and a 45�-rotated hollow
cross. In the {110} crystal plane, there are two h110i directions
(green lines), two h100i directions (red lines), and four h111i
directions (yellow lines). The expansion in the h111i directions
is less than that in the h110i directions butmore than that in the
h100i directions due to the medium interplanar spacing,34 thus
leading to four small bumps around the minor axis of the
ellipse; the hollow part is also shaped as a hexagon because of
the major expansion in the h110i and h111i directions. In the
{111} crystal plane, there are six h110i directions (green lines)
bisected by six h211i directions (purple lines), resulting in
a hexagon-shaped edge and a 30�-rotated hollow hexagon. The
preferential lateral expansion in the h110i directions could
induce tensile stress concentration at the outer surfaces
between the h110i directions, especially at the angle bisector of
the h110i directions, and eventually lead to anisotropic fractures
at these locations.22 At the inner surfaces of the silicon nano-
tubes, the anisotropic inward expansion could induce
15116 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2019, 7, 15113–15122
compressive hoop stress, resulting in squeezed and distorted
hollow shapes. To verify our interpretation, the hoop stress
distributions are further analyzed in the following simulation
part. In addition, the typical current vs. voltage curve during
initial lithiation is shown in Fig. 2n, which is consistent with the
experiments on silicon nanopillars.32

For comparison, the expansion behavior of amorphous
silicon nanotubes aer full lithiation is also studied, as shown
in Fig. 2d, h, and l. It can be seen that the lateral expansion is
basically isotropic both inside and outside the silicon nano-
tubes, which is associated with the isotropic properties of
amorphous silicon.35 Interestingly, no fractures appear at all in
the fully lithiated amorphous silicon nanotubes in this study.
Since the maximum outer diameter of the pristine nanotubes is
2 mm, it suggests that the critical diameter of the amorphous
silicon nanotubes must be larger than 2 mm (in this paper, the
critical diameter of nanotubes refers to the critical outer diam-
eter of the nanotubes). Compared to crystalline silicon nano-
tubes, amorphous silicon nanotubes show superior fracture
resistance, which could be attributed to the homogeneous hoop
stress during lithiation rather than to stress concentration from
anisotropic expansion,18,36 as well as the stress relaxation due to
the uniformly distributed aws of rough amorphous silicon.37

Furthermore, the silicon nanotubes aer initial lithiation
and delithiation are also examined (Fig. S4, ESI†). For deli-
thiation, the lithiated silicon nanotubes are linearly swept to 2 V
vs. Li/Li+ at 0.1 mV s�1 and then held at 2 V for 24 h. Aer
delithiation, the silicon nanotubes contract back to smaller size
compared to lithiated silicon nanotubes. The silicon nanotubes
that avoid fracture during lithiation remain unfractured aer
delithiation, while the silicon nanotubes that fracture during
lithiation get more severe cracks aer delithiation due to the
intense stress induced by lithium extraction. In addition, the
silicon substrates also experience severe fractures due to the
intense tensile stress during lithium extraction.
3.3 Statistical analysis of anisotropy

Statistical analysis of the expansion and fracture behavior of
silicon nanotubes, which is shown in Fig. 3, is further per-
formed to support the SEM observations. More than 50 silicon
nanotubes are measured for each type of nanotube. The error
bars in the charts indicate the corresponding standard devia-
tion. Fig. 3a shows the schematics of the cross-sectional shape
of the lithiated nanotubes and all the potential fracture loca-
tions (marked with red or purple arrows), where the fracture
location is represented by the angle measured from the hori-
zontal line to the fracture line. The variations of wall thickness,
cross-sectional area and hollow area, height, and volume of the
silicon nanotubes aer full lithiation are shown in Fig. 3b–e,
respectively. The fracture locations at the outer surfaces of
h100i, h110i, and h111i nanotubes are shown in Fig. 3f–h,
respectively. This systematical study on the expansion and
fracture behavior of silicon nanotubes would also enrich the
fundamental research on hollow silicon nanostructures.

Fig. 3b and c show that the variations of wall thickness and
cross-sectional area are in good agreement with SEM
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 3 Statistical analysis of the expansion and fracture behavior of the h100i, h110i, h111i, and amorphous silicon nanotubes after full lithiation. (a)
Schematics of the cross-sectional shape and fracture angles of nanotubes. The variations in (b) wall thickness, (c) cross-sectional area and hollow
area, (d) height, and (e) volume of silicon nanotubes. The fracture angle distributions of (f) h100i, (g) h110i, and (h) h111i silicon nanotubes.
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observations. Meanwhile, the inward expansion of silicon into
the inner hole is in particular characterized by the changes of
the hollow area shown in Fig. 3c. It can be seen that the
reduction in the hollow area of h100i and h111i silicon nano-
tubes is more than that of h110i and amorphous silicon nano-
tubes, which is due to more severe extrusion with more
preferentially expanded h110i directions in the cross-section.
Notably, the proportions of the reduction in hollow area to
the increment in cross-sectional area are only 18.4%, 6.3%,
17.6%, and 3.6% for h100i, h110i, h111i, and amorphous silicon
nanotubes, respectively. These low proportions indicate that the
inside of the nanotubes undergoes much less expansion than
the outside; thus the strain accommodation and stress relaxa-
tion are limited in the hollow area. The limited expansion in the
hollow area might be associated with the deformation
suppression by the compressive hoop stress and the compres-
sive stress-induced slowing down of interfacial reaction and
diffusion.32,38,39

Fig. 3d shows that the average height of h100i, h110i, h111i,
and amorphous silicon nanotubes changes to 104%, 103%,
97%, and 135%, respectively. The height decrease of h111i
silicon nanotubes aer full lithiation is supposed to be associ-
ated with the collapse of the {111} crystal planes.20 It can be seen
that the variations in height are much less than the variations in
cross-section for all silicon nanotubes; and this anisotropy is
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
ascribed to the tubular free surfaces that can better accommo-
date the radial expansion than axial expansion.40 Moreover, the
height increase of amorphous silicon nanotubes is much
greater than that of crystalline silicon nanotubes and closer to
the radial increase of amorphous silicon nanotubes, which
indicates that amorphous silicon tends to expand isotropically
during lithiation even in an anisotropic structure. Fig. 3e shows
that the average volume expansion of h100i, h110i, h111i, and
amorphous silicon nanotubes aer full lithiation reaches 267%,
295%, 261%, and 321%, respectively, which is reasonable for
lithiated silicon anodes considering the standard deviation.41

Fracture locations at the outer surfaces of the nanotubes are
further studied. Fig. 3f shows that the fractures in h100i silicon
nanotubes are concentrated around 45�, 135�, 225�, and 315�,
which coincide with the four mutually orthogonal h100i direc-
tions in the cross-section. Fig. 3g shows that the fractures in
h110i silicon nanotubes are concentrated around 35� and 215�,
coinciding with the two opposite h100i directions in the cross-
section. Fig. 3h shows that the fractures in h111i silicon nano-
tubes are concentrated around 30�, 90�, 150�, 210�, 270�, and
330�, which coincide with the six h211i directions in the cross-
section. These fractures bisect the angles formed by adjacent
h110i directions, and are associated with the stress concentra-
tion from anisotropic expansion caused by preferential lith-
iation in the h110i directions,21,26 as previously illustrated in
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2019, 7, 15113–15122 | 15117
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Fig. 2m. In particular, the fracture behavior related to the sizes
of the inner holes and outer shell of the nanotubes is further
studied in the following part.
3.4 Size-dependent fracture

Apart from the crystal phase and crystal orientation, the hollow
size and wall thickness also have signicant inuences on the
fracture behavior of silicon nanotubes. To further study this, the
fracture ratios are determined for the h111i silicon nanotube
arrays with varying sizes, as shown in Fig. 4. The tested elec-
trode has 100 rows of nanotubes with varying wall thicknesses
(100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 nm) and inner radii (100, 150, 200,
250, 300, 350, 400, 450, and 500 nm) in each row, and is swept to
10 mV vs. Li/Li+ at 0.1 mV s�1 and held at 10 mV for more than
24 h. The different fracture behaviors indicate the signicant
inuences of wall thickness and inner radius on lithiated
silicon nanotubes, and the orderliness and uniformity of the
precisely fabricated silicon nanotube arrays facilitate clear and
direct comparisons.

Fig. 4a shows the statistical data of the fracture ratios. It can
be seen that the fracture ratios are highly correlated with wall
thickness and hollow size of the silicon nanotubes. When the
wall thickness is 500 nm or the inner radius is larger than or
equal to 400 nm, the fracture ratios of the silicon nanotubes
reach 100%. When the wall thickness is less than or equal to
200 nm and the inner radius is less than or equal to 150 nm, the
fracture ratios of the silicon nanotubes drop to 0%. Within the
size range of the study, the fracture ratio increases as the wall
thickness or inner radius increases when other conditions
remain unchanged. The positive correlation between fracture
ratio and wall thickness can be explained by the size-dependent
buildup of large tensile hoop stress in the surface layer, which is
Fig. 4 Size-dependent fracture of h111i silicon nanotubes after full
lithiation. Statistical data of the fracture ratios versus (a) inner radius
and wall thickness, and (b) outer radius and wall thickness. (c) Optimal
thickness–outer radius ratio (d/R) for the lowest fracture ratio of silicon
nanotubes with different outer radii.
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caused by the “pushing-out effect” of the lithiation-induced
expansion at the two-phase interface.24,42 The positive correla-
tion between fracture ratio and inner radius is unexpected,
implying that larger hollow area does not result in better stress
relaxation and fracture resistance when the wall thickness is
constant. Correspondingly, a competitive factor might be
involved to facilitate fractures, which is supposed to be associ-
ated with the effect of curvature of the nanotube wall on stress
distribution, ion diffusion, and fracture resistance during
anisotropic expansion.43

The correlations between fracture ratio and outer radius as
well as wall thickness are further shown in Fig. 4b. When the
outer radius is larger than or equal to 700 nm, the fracture
ratios of the silicon nanotubes reach 100%. When the outer
radius is less than or equal to 250 nm, the fracture ratios of the
silicon nanotubes drop to 0%. For the rest of the outer radius
values, the fracture ratio tends to decrease rst and then
increases as the wall thickness increases, and there is an
optimal size of the nanotube for the lowest fracture ratio. The
optimal thickness–outer radius ratios (d/R) are shown in Fig. 4c,
which are determined by nding out the lowest fracture ratio of
a specic outer radius from Fig. 4b, and the average d/R value is
0.68 (approximately 2/3) for outer radii from 300 nm to 650 nm.
When the hollow size reaches the optimal value (r/R ¼ 1/3, d/R
¼ 2/3), the increase in hollow size would result in higher frac-
ture ratios. Under the conditions of optimal d/R, the outer
diameter corresponding to a 0% fracture ratio could reach
700 nm (outer radius of 350 nm), which is larger than the
critical diameter (300 nm) of silicon nanowires/nanopillars,22,23

meaning silicon nanotubes have better fracture resistance than
silicon nanowires/nanopillars. Moreover, the existence of an
optimal nanotube size implies that the competition between
wall thickness and inner radius shows complex effects on
anisotropic fractures. A deeper understanding of the stress
evolution of the initial lithiation of silicon nanotubes is
required.
3.5 Chemomechanical modeling

Accordingly, nite element simulation of the stress evolution in
silicon nanotubes during initial lithiation is carried out to
better understand the expansion and fracture behavior of
silicon nanotubes. The electrochemical–mechanical coupling
process for silicon nanotubes during lithiation is modeled in
this part, the numerical procedure of which could be found in
our previous work.44,45

According to Yang et al. and Zhang et al.,24,26 the lithium ion
diffusivity D is concentration dependent. We use the form of
D ¼ D0[1/(1 � �c) � 2a�c]where D0 is a diffusion constant, �c is the
normalized concentration, and a is a constant. We consider that
the diffusivity along different crystal orientations is anisotropic
and assume D0,h110i ¼ 6D0,h100i ¼ 60D0,h111i,24 in which the
diffusion coefficient D0,h100i ¼ 2.0 � 10�12 cm2 s�1.46 A fully
coupled constitute model is adopted, with the concentration-
dependent elastic modulus E in the form:47

E ¼ E0 + m�cE0
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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and the concentration-dependent yield strength captured by the
Voce model:48

sy ¼ sy0 + �cR0sy0 + RNsy0(1 � e�b�c)

where E0¼ 90.13 GPa,m¼�0.79, sy0 ¼ 9.0 GPa, R0¼�0.2,RN¼
�0.75, b ¼ 4, and Poisson's ratio y ¼ 0.22.45,49

From le to right, we show in turn in Fig. 5a the hoop stress
contours of the cross-sections of h100i, h110i, h111i, and
amorphous silicon nanotubes at normalized lithiation time t ¼
1/3. It can be seen that the shapes of the cross-sections of the
nanotubes are consistent with experimental observations.
Tensile hoop stress concentration occurs at the outer surfaces
of crystalline silicon nanotubes, while no stress concentration
occurs in amorphous silicon nanotubes. More importantly, the
locations of the maximum tensile hoop stress are in good
agreement with the fracture locations observed in the experi-
ments for crystalline silicon nanotubes, which veries the
interpretation that the tensile stress concentration determines
the anisotropic fractures at the outer surfaces of nanotubes. In
contrast, the homogeneously distributed hoop stress enhances
the fracture resistance of amorphous silicon nanotubes. In
addition, the cumulated plastic strain contours of the cross-
sections of nanotubes are shown in Fig. S5 (ESI†), where the
locations of the plastic strain concentration are consistent with
those of the hoop stress concentration.
Fig. 5 Finite element simulation of the stress evolution in lithiated silic
contours of the cross-sections of h100i, h110i, h111i, and amorphous silic
(b) Hoop stress evolution at the potential fracture locations of h100i, h110i
¼ 0 and R¼ 200 nm) during lithiation. (c) Hoop stress evolution on the ou
(d) Hoop stress distributions along the radii at 0�, 30� and 45� of h111i sil
represents the radial coordinate in the original nanotube.
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Fig. 5b shows the hoop stress evolution at the potential
fracture locations of h100i, h110i, h111i, and amorphous silicon
nanotubes and h111i silicon nanopillars (i.e. nanotubes with r¼
0) during lithiation. The silicon nanotubes and nanopillars have
the same outer radius of 200 nm. With lithiation proceeding,
the crystalline nanotubes show higher hoop stress than amor-
phous nanotubes and lower hoop stress than crystalline nano-
pillars, suggesting that silicon nanotubes have better fracture
resistance than silicon nanopillars and that the amorphous
silicon nanotubes have the best fracture resistance. Further-
more, Fig. 5c and d show the hoop stress evolution on the outer
surface and the hoop stress distributions along the radii at 0�,
30�, and 45� of h111i silicon nanotubes, which supplement the
hoop stress contours of the cross-sections in certain directions.
It can be seen that the tensile hoop stress rst appears in the
h110i direction (0�), then reaches a larger value in the h211i
direction (30�), and eventually develops into tensile hoop stress
concentration and fracture in the h211i directions.

For the fabricated nanotube with inner radius r, wall thick-
ness d, and outer radius R, two factors of the structure size need
to be considered when considering fracture resistance. One is
the average radius �r as �r ¼ 1/2 (r + R), and the other is the
specic surface area B as B ¼ S/V ¼ 2/d + 1/h, where the surface
area S¼ 2ph(r + R) + p(R2� r2), volume V¼ ph(R2� r2), and wall
thickness d¼ R� r. Height h is constant for the nanotube arrays
on the same substrate. We propose that �r characterizes the
on nanotubes with original sizes of r ¼ d ¼ 100 nm. (a) Hoop stress
on nanotubes (left to right, in turn) at normalized lithiation time t ¼ 1/3.
, h111i, and amorphous silicon nanotubes and h111i silicon nanopillars (r
ter surface at 0�, 30� and 45� of h111i silicon nanotubes during lithiation.
icon nanotubes at normalized lithiation time t ¼ 1/3. Here L (r # L # R)
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effect of nanotube size on stress accumulation and distribution
and that B characterizes the extent to which stress can be
released.40 Accordingly, we model the stress evolution of h111i
silicon nanotubes with different sizes during initial lithiation.

If d¼ 300 nmwith r changing from 100 nm to 500 nm, then B
is a constant as well; hence the maximum hoop stress can only
be inuenced by the average radius �r of the nanotubes. It can be
seen in Fig. 6a that sq,max, the maximum tensile hoop stress,
increases as the inner radius r increases. This means that, as the
average radius �r of the nanotube structure increases, the
structure has a higher risk of fracture, which is in good agree-
ment with experimental results as shown by the red curve in
Fig. 6a. We also show the hoop stress contours of two repre-
sentative nanotubes (r¼ 100 nm and r¼ 400 nm) at normalized
lithiation time t ¼ 1/3 in the insets of Fig. 6a. It can be seen that
the maximum hoop stress in tension is located at the outer
surfaces of the h111i nanotubes along the h211i directions, and
it is larger when �r is larger, resulting in higher fracture ratio as
observed in experiments.

We then examine the dependence of the maximum hoop
stress sq,max on the wall thickness d while keeping the inner
radius r constant. For r¼ 300 nm, we see from Fig. 6b that sq,max

increases as d increases. In the insets of Fig. 6b, we show the
hoop stress contours of two representative nanotubes
(d ¼ 100 nm and d ¼ 400 nm) at normalized lithiation time
t ¼ 1/3. It can be seen that greater wall thickness gives rise to
higher maximum stress, which is attributed to the increase of �r
and the decrease of B, thus leading to a higher fracture ratio of
the nanotubes, as shown by the red curve in Fig. 6b. The positive
correlation between the maximum hoop stress and the inner
radius or wall thickness in our simulation explains the positive
correlation between fracture ratio and inner radius or wall
thickness in the experiment.

Now we explore the inuences of both wall thickness d and
inner radius r when R is constant (R ¼ 600 nm). The maximum
hoop stress as a function of d/R is shown in Fig. 6c. We can see
that themaximum hoop stress decreases at rst as d increases (r
decreases), which is mainly caused by the decrease in the
Fig. 6 Size-dependent hoop stress for lithiated h111i silicon nanotubes.
fracture ratio (experimental results, red curve) as functions of (a) inner rad
outer radius ratio d/R (R ¼ 600 nm) for lithiated h111i silicon nanotubes.
100 nm and 400 nm, (b) d ¼ 100 nm and 400 nm, and (c) d/R ¼ 2/3 at
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average radius �r. As d continues to increase, the maximum hoop
stress increases, because the specic surface area B decreases
signicantly and the diffusion induced volume change is con-
strained strongly. Combined with the inuences of the average
radius �r and the specic surface area B, there is an optimal
structure size for silicon nanotubes, which has the lowest
maximum hoop stress and consequently the lowest fracture
ratio (red curve in Fig. 6c) during lithiation. The transition point
where sq,max is minimized at a specic d/R ¼ 2/3 is in good
agreement with the experimental results, and the optimal d0/
R¼ 2/3 is also instructive for designing silicon nanotube anodes
with improved fracture resistance and electrochemical perfor-
mance for lithium-ion batteries.
3.6 Discussion

Although lots of fundamental studies have been done on the
lithiation of both crystalline and amorphous silicon, our work
introduces another geometric factor, namely the inner hole,
which is a fundamental factor for nanostructure designing of
silicon based anodes for lithium-ion batteries. Inner holes are
considered as an effective way to alleviate lithiation-induced
stress and enhance fracture resistance of silicon anodes, yet
exactly in which way and to what extent the inner holes work are
still questions worth exploring. To deeply understand the role of
inner holes in silicon nanotubes, the sizes of inner holes and
wall thicknesses have been systematically designed for SEM
observation and statistical analysis. Finite element simulation
has also been carried out to study the inuences of inner holes
on stress evolution. Experimental observations and simulation
results are in good agreement. Our ndings would bring the
understanding of silicon nanotubes to a new level.

Apart from enriching fundamental research on various
silicon nanostructures and inspiring studies on silicon nano-
tubes, our results suggest several notable pieces of information,
which can also answer the questions raised in the Introduction
section. First, the crystal phase plays a signicant role in frac-
ture resistance despite the existence of the inner hole.
The maximum hoop stress sq,max (simulation results, black curve) and
ius r (d ¼ 300 nm), (b) wall thickness d (r ¼ 300 nm), and (c) thickness–
Insets: hoop stress contours of the nanotube cross-sections for (a) r ¼
normalized lithiation time t ¼ 1/3.
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Amorphous silicon nanotubes present excellent fracture resis-
tance. Crystalline silicon nanotubes suffer from anisotropic
expansion at both inside and outside, but fractures occur at the
outer surfaces due to tensile stress concentration. Second, the
internal space of silicon nanotubes undergoes much less
expansion than the external space. This suggests a deeper
understanding of the role of inner holes: since the strain
accommodation and the consequent stress relaxation are quite
limited in the hollow space during lithiation, the enhancement
of fracture resistance of silicon nanotubes is supposed to be
mainly attributed to the reduction of stress accumulation
caused by the replacement of lithiated silicon by the hollow
space. Third, the thickness–outer radius ratio has an optimal
value for fracture resistance of crystalline silicon nanotubes.
This suggests an unexpected fact that a larger inner hole does
not always mean better enhancement of fracture resistance, and
that the inner hole needs to be tuned to an appropriate ratio
(r/R ¼ 1/3) for the best structural stability during lithiation.
The absolute sizes of wall thickness, inner radius, and outer
radius also need to be limited to the proposed critical values
to alleviate fractures. These insightful perspectives are
instructive for tuning silicon nanostructures for better resis-
tance to failure and performance degradation during lithium
insertion.

Notably, even though silicon nanotubes show limited inward
expansion, they still have better fracture resistance than silicon
nanopillars/nanowires on account that the critical diameter of
crystalline silicon nanotubes (700 nm) is higher than that of
crystalline silicon nanopillars/nanowires (300 nm). And the
existence of optimal d0/R ¼ 2/3 also means that the optimized
hollow structure is better for the alleviation of structural
damage than the solid structure of the same size. With the
optimal structural design and the promoted lithium ion diffu-
sion, silicon nanotubes would become excellent anode mate-
rials with enhanced electrochemical performance. In addition,
it should be noted that this study mainly focuses on the initial
cycle since the anisotropic expansion and the phase transition
of silicon occur in this cycle. Due to the cracking and pulveri-
zation of the supporting silicon substrates, subsequent cycles of
silicon nanotubes cannot be studied using this model anode,
which calls for a modied system in future studies.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have fabricated well-designed silicon nano-
tube arrays and investigated the inuences of the crystal phase,
crystal orientation, inner radius, and wall thickness on the
expansion and fracture behavior of silicon nanotubes during
initial lithiation. Experimental results are well explained by the
nite element simulation based on a robust electrochemical–
mechanical coupling model. Our research demonstrates
isotropic lateral expansion without fractures in the amorphous
silicon nanotubes even if the maximum original outer diameter
is 2 mm, while anisotropic expansion and outer-surface fractures
related to the h110i directions occur in the crystalline silicon
nanotubes. Particularly, the inside of the nanotubes undergoes
much less expansion relative to the outside. Statistical analysis
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
and simulation results show that the maximum hoop stress and
the fracture ratio of h111i silicon nanotubes are positively
correlated with both wall thickness and inner radius in a certain
range. The optimal thickness–outer radius ratio d0/R is
approximately 2/3, at which the critical diameter to avoid frac-
ture reaches 700 nm for h111i silicon nanotubes. Our research
provides signicant insight into the structural evolution of
silicon nanotubes during lithiation, which would enrich
fundamental research on various silicon nanostructures and
help to design silicon nanotube anodes with improved elec-
trochemical performance for lithium-ion batteries.
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